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Abstract: There is no specific, valid criteria that could define project success, due to the fact that it varies from project 
to project and also from organization to organization. Regarding to the available literature it can be concluded that 
the significant role plays project team. In addition to this, the aim of this paper is to bridge the gap between project 
team members’ performances and project success, based on the literature review. Also, the paper determines which 
performances are considered as the most important for the success of the project. Future research could include 
empirical studies which will show the compatibility of theory and practice. The paper contributes to the literature by 
summarizing all the performances project team members should have while implementing the project in a desired way, 
leading it to a success. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Although project management is a discipline that has been researched and improved for a rela vely long period of 
me, project managers o en encounter poor project execu on, which o en leads to their failure. Due to the 

aforemen oned, it is of primary importance to precisely define the key factors that can influence the success or failure 
of the project, which directly depends on the type of project, the area in which it is implemented, etc. Different authors 
define the key performances of success differently. The “iron triangle” model was the first model to describe project 
management success. It was proven to be only part of general project success (de Wit 1988). Projects can be successful 
despite poor project management if they reach their higher, long term goals and vice versa. Extending the “iron 
triangle”model, shows that there are many opportuni es to widen our perspec ve; as project managers and project 
team members are also responsible for integra on, resource, scope, communica on, risk management, within me, 
budget, and performance. The success in projects is something much more complex than just mee ng cost, deadlines 
and specifica ons. Research has iden fied that people management drives project success more than technical issues 
do (Sco -Young and Samson 2008). Despite this finding, there exists only a small body of research that examines the 
so-called so  project management, i.e. the people side of project management (Kloppenborg and Opfer 2002) which 
could be defined as either a project manager or a project team member. This paper aims to present the basic 
characteris cs, based on the literature review, related to project team members that can influence the success or 
failure of the project. In this regard, the subject of research is the examina on and evalua on of the importance and 
performance of success factors, in accordance with the members of the project team. 
This paper is organized into four parts. In the first sec on the concept of project and project success is defined in more 
detail. Second part deals with the literature review of the main performances that influence project success, based on 
team members. Conclusions and furure disquisi ons are presented in the third part while the fourth sec on gives a 
list of literature used while wri ng the paper. 

2. PROJECT AND PROJECT SUCCESS 

Today's technologically accelerated development of society leads to the fact that most organiza ons are increasingly 
turning and organizing themselves as project-based organiza ons, that is, organiza ons are being created that base 
their processes and ac vi es en rely on projects, which are a means of achieving business goals. The word project 
comes from the La n word proiectum, which means "thrown in advance". In essence, a project implies something that 
is originally created or conceived, and then spa ally or temporally directed towards it. Unlike everyday, rou ne 
processes in an organiza on, the need for projects arises as a result of an ever faster and more turbulent market, and 
as an organiza on's response to all these changes. 



In the world, regula ons related to product quality, requirements in terms of ecology and health safety are constantly 
changing. It is always something new and the company is forced to adapt to it, and it usually does so through projects. 
The development of new produc on and informa on technologies and new materials is ge ng faster and the 
company, for its own survival and development, has to introduce them, and most o en it does this through projects, 
which are crucial for the future of a company, and it is certainly impera ve to determine, select and the most efficient 
way to implement real projects. 
A project is most o en understood as an undertaking undertaken to achieve defined goals, within the s pulated me 
and with the s pulated costs. The intended realiza on of the project can only be achieved if all ac vi es, resources 
and par cipants are ra onally coordinated and all possible devia ons are avoided, that is, eliminated, which is why it 
is necessary to manage the project (Jovanović Petar 2012). 
In projects, unlike opera onal processes, which are con nuously carried out in the company, the level of changes, 
unknowns and execu on risks is high. A project, as a term, implies the realization of a new undertaking in conditions 
of risk and uncertainty, competition for the necessary resources, in a certain period of time, with a defined cost price 
and required quality (Avlijaš Radoslav and Avlijaš Goran 2011, (Dakovic et al. 2020). 
Each project is special and unique, primarily because projects have different goals, scopes, deadlines, costs, etc. 
However, there are certain features that are common to all projects and these are (Jovanović Petar 2012): 

 OBJECTIVE – all projects are established to fulfill some needs or requests of the management, and each 
project must achieve some special goal that has been set for it. 

 DEADLINES - all projects have a defined specific goal that must be achieved within a specific time frame. 
 COMPLEXITY - which is related to the technology used to achieve the project's goals. If the technology does 

not exist or is not available, either alternative solutions must be found to achieve the project's goals or 
deadlines must be extended in order to develop and realize the technology. 

 SCOPE AND NATURE OF THE TASK - each project can achieve its goals within the established deadlines and 
costs, only if an appropriate implementation plan is made, which actually represents the project's strategy. 

 RESOURCES - every project uses some resources (people, equipment, material, financial resources, etc.) to 
perform the assigned tasks. Given that resources are limited, the goal can be to provide the necessary 
resources in a timely manner and to use them rationally. 

 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE - for the implementation of the project, it is necessary to determine the 
appropriate organizational structure and the project manager who will have the appropriate powers and be 
responsible for the project. He must ensure that the goals of the project are achieved, within the set limits. 
At the same time, it is very important whether it is possible to use the usual channels of information and 
decision-making in the existing organization for the realization of the project. 

 INFORMATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM - the usual information and control systems used in organizations, 
usually based on functional lines of authority, are not sufficient for effective monitoring of project 
implementation. 

Today, there are numerous ways and criteria for evalua ng the development and success of a project. One of the 
oldest is based on the so-called the iron triangle, which contains the principles of cost, me and quality, that is, the 
three main aspects that must be achieved and that characterize projects are: scope, cost and me. In this regard, a 
project that would not deviate too far from the primary budget, fulfill the me frame and requirements set by the 
interested par es, would be considered as successful (Jovanović Petar 2012). 
Success is quite a subjec ve thing and different people perceive the aforemen oned concept differently, but it is 
generally considered that a successful project is one that meets the requirements of the client/project orderer and 
other interested par es, especially the quality dimension. 
When talking about performances that are crucial for achieving project success, it is important to keep in mind the 
following (Gido and P. Clements 2012): 

 Planning and communication are key to successful project management. They prevent problems from 
occurring or minimize their impact on project goal achievement when they do occur. 

 Taking the time to develop a well-thought-out plan before starting a project is critical to the successful 
completion of any project. 

 The project must have a clear goal of what needs to be achieved and defined in terms of the final product or 
deliverable, schedule and budget, which must be agreed upon by the customer. 



 Involve the sponsor or customer as a partner in the successful outcome of the project through active 
participation during the project. 

 Achieving customer satisfaction requires constant communication with the customer in order to inform the 
client and determine whether expectations have changed. 

 The key to effective project control is the measurement of actual progress and its timely and regular 
comparison with planned progress and immediate taking of all necessary corrective actions. 

 After the completion of the project, the performance of the project should be evaluated to find out what 
could be improved if a similar project were to be done in the future. Feedback should be obtained from the 
sponsor or customer and the project team. 

 Learning and understanding the culture and customs of other project participants will show respect, help 
build trust and help develop an effective project team, and is critical to successfully managing global projects. 

When we talk about project management, different project managers have different defini ons of success, depending 
on their experience, knowledge, and the context in which they work. Some consider the number of projects completed 
on me and within the available budget to be the key project performance, which results in customer sa sfac on, 
while others consider effec ve communica on, successful coopera on, and the involvement of interested par es as 
success criteria. By researching the literature, it was concluded that the list of project performances is large, and some 
key performances are given below (Alvarenga et al. 2019), (Bryde 2005), (Ciric Lalic et al. 2022), (Girish et al. 2019), 
(ÖZDEMİR GÜNGÖR and GÖZLÜ 2016), (Anon 2017), (Taherdoost and Keshavarzsaleh 2015b), (Liu and Cross 2016), 
(Oh and Choi 2020), (Durmic 2020), (Tereso et al. 2019), (Ciric, Lalic, and Gracanin 2016), (Gruden and Stare 2018), 
(Ciric et al. 2020), (Stefanovic et al. 2020): 

 costs, 
 time, 
 disadvantages, 
 customer satisfaction with the product, 
 client satisfaction with the service provided, 
 profitability, 
 productivity, 
 human resources, 
 sustainability, 
 quality, 
 involvement and cooperation of interested parties, 
 clear goals, 
 proper selection of resources for project execution. 
 efficient use of material and human resources, 
 use of new technologies, 
 decision-making efficiency, 
 risk management, 
 innovation, 
 successful communication, etc. 

The key performances that influence the success of the project is an interes ng and inexhaus ble field of research, 
and the largest research area, that is, the lack of research coverage, is in the area of human resources, i.e. project 
manager and project team members. In this regard, below is a presenta on of the basic key indicators related to the 
project team, which have a significant impact on the success of the project. 

3. PROJECT PERFORMANCES BASED ON PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS 

Tradi onally, project management is understood to succeed with the right tool and technique, regardless of the project 
par cipa on’s personality or project type. This is contrary to the studies of the men oned competency theories. 
Crawford et al. men oned that not only project management procedures, but also the project manager’s competence 
should be applied to project management (Crawford, Hobbs, and Turner 2004). In other literature, the correla on has 
been shown between the competence of managers and project success in different projects (Müller and Turner 2007). 
There are many empirical studies on leadership and project success using LDQ ques onnaires, such as the financial 



industry, construc on industry, agile projects, and general projects (Dvir, Sadeh, and Malach-Pines 2006), (Rodney 
Turner, Müller, and Dulewicz 2009), (Geoghegan and Dulewicz 2008), (Raut et al. 2018).  
Among the whole factors classifica on Spalek (2005) men oned that one the most important factor which has 
substan al influence on project success is personal competence (Spalek 2005). In addi on to this, Oh and Choi (2020) 
stated that the abili es or capabili es of human resources in an organiza on are described as value, vision, knowledge, 
career, role responsibility, and task needed to perform (Oh and Choi 2020). According to Taherdoost and 
Keshavarzsaleh (2015) clustered factors of the project success, defined as 5Ps are; Presiding, People, Pragma c, 
Process, and Performance (Taherdoost and Keshavarzsaleh 2015b). Researching key factors through the project life 
cycle, Durmic (2020) priori zed personal issues, i.e. competences as significant for project success (Durmic 2020). 
When speaking about success dimensions related to individual stakeholder groups, Kate (2016) also defined personal 
competences of the project team member as crucial (Davis 2016). 
Liu and Cross (2016) in their paper stated that project team members have major impact to project success and 
pointed out that many performances, related to them, are crucial: leadership, management support, rewards, skills, 
team diversity, clear defined goals, ac vi es connected to educa on, efforts and commitments to the team (Liu and 
Cross 2016). 
The fact that team members with high competence and exper se, i.e. skillful people, are significant factor who highly 
influence project success is conclusion by many authors (Chow and Cao 2008), (Belassi and Tukel 1996), (Taherdoost 
and Keshavarzsaleh 2015b), (Durmic 2020), (Heinz et al. 2006). In addi on to this, previous research has shown that 
team members involved in the project need personal competencies, such as knowledge and technical skill. However, 
as more complex and dynamic projects increase, professional and mul func onal requirements are required to build 
a project team. Team members also need the skills and exper se that managers need, and they must have a high level 
of communica on, management skill, and integra on capabili es, as well as the ability to u lize and understand 
knowledge, tools, and techniques (Nguyen and Hadikusumo 2017), (Rota and Zanasi 2011), (Oh and Choi 2020), (Dakic 
et al. 2019). 
Communica on, an overarching theme in the literature, describes the effec ve and efficient informa on gathering 
and sharing; it comprises community involvement, clear communica ons channels, and frequent progress mee ng. It 
is becoming more and more important today. Collec ng and sharing of informa on are fundamental to 
communica on, and therefore frequent mee ngs are inevitable. Project par cipants should share the project 
informa on in a sincere way and obtain different perspec ves on the project, which lead to successful implementa on 
(Belassi and Tukel 1996), (Oh and Choi 2020), (Montequin et al. 2016), (Rota and Zanasi 2011), (Oh and Choi 2020), 
(Frank Cervone 2014),(Bahadori Zare, Mirjalili, and Mirabi 2016), (Brill, Bishop, and Walker 2006), (Liu and Cross 2016), 
(Sudhakar 2016). In contrast to previously men oned influen al factor, Sudhakar (2016) pointed out that factors, 
regarding the project success in many domains, include team communica on, team coopera on, team coordina on, 
team cohesion, team conflicts, team climate, team produc vity, and team performance (Sudhakar 2016).  
The aforemen oned factors can be categorized into two dis nct clusters, as depicted in the ensuing table where the 
first cluster is named input factors of the project team (related to the internal, i.e. team environment, i.e. imply the 
characteris cs of the team) and the second project team process factors (imply team interac ons and interac ons 
with stakeholders). 

Table 1: Clusters of the key success factors of the project, based on the team members 

CLUSTERS REPRESENTATIVE SOURCE 
INPUT FACTORS: 
- leadership, 
- management support, 
- prizes, 
- knowledge/skills, 
- team diversity, 
- clearly defined goals, 
- management skills, 
- ability to use tools and techniques, 
- personal competences 

(Liu and Cross 2016), (Chow and Cao 2008), (Belassi and 
Tukel 1996), (Taherdoost and Keshavarzsaleh 2015b), 

(Durmic 2020), (Heinz et al. 2006), (Nguyen and 
Hadikusumo 2017), (Rota and Zanasi 2011), (Oh and Choi 

2020), (Spalek 2005; Taherdoost and Keshavarzsaleh 
2015a), (Davis 2016) 

PROJECT TEAM PROCESS FACTORS: 
- cooperation, 
- communication, 

(Sudhakar 2016), (Liu and Cross 2016), (Belassi and Tukel 
1996), (Montequin et al. 2016),(Rota and Zanasi 2011), (Oh 
and Choi 2020),(Frank Cervone 2014),(Bahadori Zare et al. 



4. CONCLUSIONS 

Project success and project management is an inexhaus ble and challenging field of research. This is exactly what has 
been the subject of numerous publica ons in recent years, as the concept of project management is increasingly being 
applied in organiza ons of all types. In addi on to the above, in prac ce you can unfortunately o en see failed projects 
or poorly managed projects. The list of factors that influence the success or failure of projects is quite long, where 
primacy, in addi on to costs, me and quality, is certainly given to human resources, that is, to the project manager 
and members of the project team. 
This study aimed to iden fy key team member’s performances, required for project success in various industries. 
Through the literature review, 18 factors were iden fied, which were clustered into 2 groups. First one, input factors 
of the project team which included nine factors and the second one, project team process factors which is consisted 
of also nine factors. The greatest contribu on of this paper is that it gives a broad picture of performances, i.e. it 
summarizes the factors men oned by numerous authors. Future research should rely on experien al research, more 
precisely to check to what extent each of the factors has an impact on the project, because it is clear that all factors 
do not have an equal impact. Also, it is possible, in vigilance, to specifically deal with one type of organiza on and 
implement a model that will be valid and applicable in a specific branch of the industry. 
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